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The Puzzle of Deep Interstate Comity

Recently, some nations enjoy remarkably warm relations:

I US, EU, Japan, . . . “The West”

Some stylized facts about these dyads:

1. Balance of power radically differs from balance of prosperity

2. Most powerful state pushes for strengthening of others

3. Others delegate protection to most powerful state, but pay
nothing

4. Engage in trifling disputes, relative to total wealth

We think we know how to explain this, but we don’t.
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Some Possible Explanations

[. . . ] Peace:

I [. . . ] = Democratic, Liberal, Commercial, Capitalist, etc.

I Consistent with observed empirical patterns, but why?

Theories of [. . . ] peace, drawn from bargaining theory:

1. Costs of war made higher by characteristic

2. Characteristic alleviates bargaining problems

In principle, no theory based on these can explain the facts.
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The Unknown Origins of Common Interests

Only answer left—and only plausible one—is common interests.

But where do common interests come from?

I It’s not about a common enemy—USSR is gone.

I Constructivists have an answer.

We need an economic theory of conflicts of interest:

I Why doesn’t the US extract tribute from the EU?

I What’s good for the EU is good for the US, and vice versa.

I How could that be?

Use economic principle: involuntary transfers (taxes) impose costs.
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A Model of Economic Conflicts of Interest

Re-interpret the standard bargaining model of war:

I [0, 1] is the total private wealth of the two states

I q is the division of wealth in the absence of coercion

I Changing status quo means imposing some kind of tax

Add to it:
I Revising the status quo imposes costs

1. Distortions on the taxed state’s economy (sensitivity)
2. Externalities on the taxing state’s economy (integration)

I Intra-state bargaining between citizenry and government
I Government one of two types:

1. “Democracy” maximizes own citizenry’s welfare
2. “Dictatorship” maximizes its own welfare
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A’s Ideal Tax on B

If A is not economically integrated with B:

I higher sensitivity of B’s economy ⇒ lower imposed tax

I tax independent of whether A is democracy or dictatorship

I also independent of relative size of two economies

If A is integrated with B:

I higher sensitivity or integration ⇒ lower tax

I either type of government imposes lower tax when integrated

I richer A relative to B ⇒ lower tax

I democracy imposes lower tax than dictatorship

Sensitivity, integration, relative prosperity, and representative
government decrease incentives for coercive transfer.
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Not Just Democratic/Capitalist/Commercial Peace Redux

Integration is not the same as interdependence, and its effect has
nothing to do with wartime disruption of trade or finance

Integration has no effect unless the taxed economy is sensitive

Sensitivity has small effects unless the economies are integrated

Democracy is irrelevant without either sensitivity and integration

Democracy strengthens the effects of sensitivity and integration
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Most Countries for Most of History

Economies mostly based on subsistence agriculture:

I Easy to tax farmers, who can’t risk growing less in response

I Little trade or other international economic integration
because no surplus and thus no specialization

I Governments typically very autocratic

In this context:

I Very high incentives for coercive transfers

I Prosperity and power are closely linked

I Balance of power matters and will be competed over

I Tense relations and occasional wars
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Since the Industrial Revolution

“Modern” economies based on innovation and specialization:

I Hard to tax entrepreneurs and innovators in prosperous
economies, who can afford to work less in response

I Large distortions because broad-based taxes affect growth rate

I High externalities because of integration in goods and
productive factors

I Governments are democratic and highly representative

If effects of sensitivity, integration, democracy are large enough:

I Low incentives for coercive transfers

I Prosperity determined by economic fundamentals

I Balance of power irrelevant among these nations

I Warm, trusting relations and durable peace
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How Large Are the Effects?

Suppose the US were to impose a 10% tax on the EU. Assume:

I GDP of both is about $15 trillion

I Growth and discount rates of both are 3%

I Tax reduces current value of EU economy by only 1%

I US externality would be only 20% of EU distortion costs

I EU growth rate decreases by x

At what level of x is US worse off by imposing tax?

The answer is 0.04% (from 3% per year to 2.9988)!
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Some Broader Implications

Spreading “modernization” since Industrial Revolution means
international relations are undergoing a sea change

Explains long-run reduced incidence of interstate war, but also
advent of liberalization of world economy

Externalities mean “modern” states will pay to eliminate coercion
abroad—whether through aid or intervention

Sensitivity and integration also affect relative performance of
regime types, so may also explain spread of democracy
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